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Blisters for Bread in association
with Lucky Star raises R288 680.00 to feed
hungry schoolchildren
A

fter a two-year postponement due
to the COVID-19 pandemic, we are
delighted to announce that our popular
annual fundraising event, Blisters for
Bread in association with Lucky Star took
place along the Sea Point Promenade on
Sunday 28 August 2022.
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We had to limit entries this year to
only 2 000 walkers because planning and
budgeting for the event took place earlier this
year during the COVID-19 pandemic and we
could obviously not foresee the future.
Nevertheless, with a sunny day on our side,
the event turned out to be a great success,
attracting over 2 000 walkers and raising
R288 680.00 from entry fees and online
donations made by the generous public, who
could not walk due to limited entries. The funds
we received will enable PSFA to provide 506
learners on our feeding programme with daily
breakfasts and lunches for an entire calendar
year.
The deputy mayor of Cape Town, Alderman
Eddie Andrews, Brian Benatar, chairman of
PSFA’s volunteer general committee, Neville
Brink, CEO of Oceana and Lourens De Waal,
managing director of Lucky Star said a few
words at the start of the 10km walk. Alderman
Eddie Andrews officially started the walk and
participated with his family in the 5km walk
– Eddie and his family had a fantastic time
mingling with all the walkers along the route,

stopping many times to pose for selfies with
the walkers. Another dignitary who graced us
with her presence in our VIP hospitality area
for breakfast was Western Cape Provincial
Minister of Cultural Affairs and Sport, Anroux
Marais. Anroux has been a loyal supporter of
Blisters for Bread since 2015.
There was a real feel-good atmosphere at
this year’s Blisters for Bread with families and
friends all uniting in the fight against childhood
hunger. Everyone who entered received a
medal, a cold Coca-Cola thanks to our hydration
partner, Coca-Cola Peninsula Beverages and a
20% discount voucher from Hi-Tec.
Our main sponsor, Lucky Star created
fantastic fun activities for the walkers as they
crossed the finish line. The walkers were
treated to a complimentary snack prepared
by Lucky Star chef Kabelo Segone, goodie
bags with samples of new products, party
music mixed by celebrity influencer and DJ,
Devdondidit, dancing competitions and the
popular 360 spin videos.
PSFA hereby wishes to take the opportunity
to thank the following people, companies
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100% of your donation goes to the actual
cost of feeding children.
PSFA has Section 18A status, so donations are
tax deductible.

Alderman Eddie Andrews, the deputy mayor of Cape Town, posing for a picture with the walkers at the start of the
10km walk.

“You can’t teach a hungry child”

• Heart FM – official radio partner
• Lions Club International for providing volunteers to assist with the marshalling
• The Sportsmans Warehouse branches for
entry registrations
• Banks R & L Hiring for providing a 50% discount on the hiring cost of catering equipment for PSFA’s VIP hospitality area at the

Green Point Cricket Club
• Top Events for organising the event on our
behalf
Blisters for Bread 2023 will be taking place on
Sunday 27 August – we look forward to seeing
you all there!

A delighted walker crossing the finish line at the Green
Point Cricket Club.

PSFA warehouse clerk, Sharkeyrah Jaffer posing with
local celebrity influencer and DJ, Devdondidit.

A lady having fun with the very popular Lucky Star 360
spin videos.

The excited walkers getting ready to start the 5km
walk.

Melanie Fryer and Peter Catsavilos showing off their
medals.

Blisters for Bread announcer, Tatum Prins doing a
fantastic job creating a hype at the start of the 10km
and 5km walks.

PSFA chairman, Brian Benatar (far right), director,
Petrina Pakoe and fundraising manager Charles Grey
posing for a picture with Eddie Andrews, the deputy
mayor of Cape Town.

A group of walkers wearing their Blisters for Bread
2022 black t-shirts and medals.

Loyal Blisters for Bread supporter, Caron Thomas (blue
& red outfit) having fun with friends at the start of the
10km walk.

Team Lucky Star walkers in front of the Coca-Cola
arch. A big thank you to these sponsors for the support.

Walkers participating in the Lucky Star dance
competition.

and organisations that played a vital role in
ensuring the success of our 52nd Blisters for
Bread Charity Family Fun Walk:
• Everyone who entered the 10km and 5km
walks
• Lucky Star – main sponsor
• Coca-Cola Peninsula Beverages – official
hydration partner

Walkers on a mission.

PSFA selected as the official charity of
AviaDev Africa 2022
W

e are delighted to announce that
PSFA was once again selected as
the official charity of the AviaDev Africa
Conference, which took place at the
Century City Conference Centre from June
29 – July 1, 2022.
AviaDev is embedded within and dedicated
to the African continent. It is the premier
platform dedicated to growing connectivity to,
from, and within the African continent. The
conference brings together airports, airlines,
tourism authorities, governments and industry
suppliers.
As per the conference’s tradition, on Friday
1 July at 7:30 am the delegates participated in
a special Morning Charity Run for PSFA which
took place today along the beautiful canals at
Century City. The organisers of the conference
presented each runner with a t-shirt and
donated $50 to PSFA on behalf of every runner.
Jon Howell, CEO & Founder of AviaDev
presented PSFA director, Petrina Pakoe with a

Jon Howell, CEO & founder of AviaDev and sponsor representatives handing over the $7 000 cheque to Petrina
Pakoe, director of PSFA.

7 000 USD (R114 577.12) cheque. This amount
will enable PSFA to serve daily breakfasts and
lunches to 201 learners affected by poverty for
an entire calendar year.
The organisers of the conference also
invited the delegates to donate stationery for
the learners at St Michael’s Primary School
in Khayelitsha, a school on PSFA’s feeding
programme – for this kind gesture we are

The delgates who participated in the AviaDev Affrica Morning Charity Run

sincerely grateful.
PSFA hereby wishes to thank the following:
• Jon Howell and his team at AviaDev for selecting PSFA as the conference’s charity
• The conference sponsors that contributed
financially in support of the Morning Charity Run
• The delegates that made personal donations to PSFA

The happy learners at St Michael’s Primary with their stationery which was
donated by AviaDev Africa and its delegates.

Claude donates loaves of bread
in memory of his sister who
passed away from COVID
O

ur friend, Claude Morris popped into
our offices to drop off a donation of
100 loaves of bread, peanut butter and
jam. This donation was made in memory
of his sister, Lucielle Morris who sadly
passed away due to COVID one year
ago. The donation was sent to Steenberg
High, Tuscany Glen Primary and Westlake
Primary, as their gas stoves were

temporarily out of order. PSFA is sincerely
grateful to Claude for this kind gesture.
In May this year, Claude also donated 100
loaves of bread and spreads in memory of his
father Ronald Morris who died of cancer three
years ago. The donation was used to make
sandwiches for impoverished children on World
Hunger Day, May 28, 2022.

PSFA operations manager, Amelia Koeries accepting
Claude Morris’s donation of bread and spreads.

Mandela Day 2022
T

his year’s Mandela Day theme
highlighted the plight of food security
and climate change with the tagline, “Do
what you can, with what you have, where
you are.”

PSFA joins forces with Fine Music
Radio (FMR) to make 6000 sandwiches
In celebration of Mandela Day held on Monday
18 July 2022, the wonderful staff at FMR,
Artscape, Cape Town City Ballet, Cape Town
Opera, the cast of Krismis van Map Jacobs and
Hope Africa prepared 6000 sandwiches in the
Marble Foyer at the Artscape Theatre Complex.
These sandwiches were distributed to
our ECDs and various partner community
kitchens to be served to the children and other
impoverished people living in economically
disadvantaged areas.
A big thank you to everyone who gave
up the time in their busy schedules to make
sandwiches and to Blue Ribbon for sponsoring
the loaves of bread.

Behind the boxes of sandwiches are from left to right Eon de Vos (FMR station manager), Debbie Turner (Cape
Town City Ballet CEO), Marlene le Roux (Artscape CEO), Charles Grey (PSFA fundraising manager), Lesley Liddle
(Cape Town Opera business development manager) and Rodney Trudgeon (FMR presenter).

“Poverty is not natural;
it is man-made and
can be overcome by the
action of humans”
Nelson Mandela

The Artscape staff enjoying making sandwiches.

M-Kem fulfils Bellville South High’s
catering equipment wish list
One of PSFA’s loyal donors, M-Kem 24-Hour
Pharmacy fulfilled Bellville South High School’s
catering equipment wish list in honour of
Mandela Day. The school’s kitchen was in
desperate need of new catering equipment and
aprons. M-KEM was very happy to assist.
M-KEM and PSFA applaud the staff at
Bellville South High for their dedication to
the feeding of their less fortunate learners –
Raquel September; the principal of Bellville
South High stated that no hungry child has ever
been turned away from the school kitchen.
PSFA provides daily breakfasts and lunches
to 160 learners at this school.

Pictured here from left to right are Dani Davids (M-KEM), Ivana Kroneberg (M-KEM), Velda Maxim (M-KEM),
Gillian Watson (M-KEM Director & Pharmacist), Raquel September (Principal Bellville South High School) Leigh
Hershaw (M-KEM Director & Pharmacist) Wilhelmina Erasmus (Volunteer Food Preparer at Bellville South High
School).

NDA awards PSFA with a Grant to provide our
volunteer food preparers with accredited
training
T

hanks to a generous grant awarded
by the National Development Agency
(NDA), PSFA was able to identify and
provide 17 volunteer food preparers, and
one PSFA staff member with an intensive
five-day accredited training course in
Professional Cookery – NQF level 4.
The course, which took place at our
warehouse from 20 -24 June 2022, included
the following modules:
• How to maintain a safe working environment
• How to maintain the cleaning programme
for own area of responsibility
• How to maintain health, hygiene and professional appearance

Attending training lectures.

Learning how to prepare vegetables.

• How to prepare and cook basic rice dishes
• How to prepare vegetables for hot and cold
dishes
• How to prepare and cook basic vegetable
dishes
• How to apply for a job or work experience
placement
• How to source information about self-employment opportunities
The course was designed for our voluntary food
preparers residing in communities where the
PSFA schools are based, predominantly in the
Cape Flats and townships in the Western Cape.
The food preparers are mothers, aunts, grannies
and guardians of learners on our school

feeding programme. 95% of these people are
unemployed, live below the breadline, access
social grants from the Department of Social
Development and have not been able to obtain
jobs in the formal sector.
PSFA is sincerely grateful to the NDA
for the grant for this training course. The
course has enhanced their skills to carry out
their immediate responsibilities of preparing
nutritious meals in accordance with prescribed
safety and hygiene standards, and also
increased their income generating potential to
secure better jobs in the future.

Practical cooking training

The group of volunteer food preparers who completed the training course pose for a picture
with the training facilitator and PSFA director and fieldworkers.

The PSFA & Miltons Matsemela Award

E

very time our donor, Miltons
Matsemela Attorneys, a company that
specialises in conveyancing, receives a
conveyancing instruction from an estate
agent, they award PSFA with a donation.
The value of the donation enables PSFA
to provide a learner with daily breakfasts
and lunches for a period of six months.
Every year, PSFA and Miltons Matsemela
recognise an agent who has awarded Miltons
Matsemela with the most conveyancing
instructions during the period April 1 until
March 31.
We are pleased to announce that for the
year, April 2021 until March 2022, Jenni
Mulligan of Trust Property was recognised as
the agent whose efforts have, in collaboration
with Miltons Matsemela, been the most

supportive of PSFA. This is the 2nd year that
Jenni has been recognised in this way, and we
congratulate her on this amazing achievement.
PSFA fundraising manager, Charles Grey
and Robert Krautkramer, a director at Miltons
Matsemela presented Jenni with the Certificate
of Recognition.
“Since entering into a partnership with the
PSFA, Miltons Matsemela has donated more
than R3m to this worthy cause, and we are very
proud of our efforts.” Louise Niemand, executive
marketing manager, Miltons Matsemela.
PSFA wishes to take this opportunity to thank
Miltons Matsemela and its estate agent clients
for their loyal support in helping us provide
essential nutrition to school children in need,
thereby contributing to an educated, healthy
future generation with the capacity to succeed.

A delighted Jenni Mulligan with her certificate of
recognition which was presented to her by Charles
Grey (PSFA) and Robert Krautkramer (Miltons
Matsemela).

